TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK
FROM: J.-R. BOOH-BOOH, SRSG, UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA
INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPXO, NEW YORK

| FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053 | FAX: (250) 84265 |

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION:
- UNOMUR : FAX (256) 486-23186
- DMZ SECTOR : FAX 64168
- SEC KIGALI (3 x)
- MILOB 3P HQ

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 040600B MAR TO 050600B MAR 94.
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: FIVE

DIRECT
1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 040600H MAR TO 050600H MAR 94.

1. GEN SITUATION. NO MAJOR INCIDENT TOOK PLACE IN KIGALI CITY AND THE SITUATION IS CALM. SOUND OF TWO GRENADES EXPLOSION WERE HEARD BY TUTSHIAN COY LOCATED AT CND COMPLEX FROM THE DIRECTION OF HOTEL AMANCHO.

2. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES. BROAD BASED TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT NOT YET INSTALLED. NEGOTIATIONS ONGOING. A MEETING OF MINISTERS WAS HELD AND HEADED BY THE PRIME MINISTER. PRIME MINISTER EXPRESSED HER SATISFACTION ABOUT THE DEPLOYMENT OF ADDITIONAL UNAMIR TROOPS FOR PROVISION OF SECURITY IN DMZ. SRSG HAD A MEETING WITH THE PRIME MINISTER DESIGNATE, MR. PAUSTIN TWAGIRAMUNGU ON 041630 MAR 94 AT VILLAGE OUGWIRO.

3. FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.

A. RGF. IN TUMBA AREA ON 041400 MAR 94 RGF TROOPS AT GISHA (9502) FIRED INDISCRIMINATELY DURING 30 MINUTES. AFTER PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION IT WAS REVEALED THAT POOR QUALITY FOOD GIVEN TO THE TROOPS WAS THE CAUSE OF SHOOTING. HOWEVER, NO INJURY REPORTED. LOCAL PEOPLE WERE IN PANIC. REASON OF ABNORMAL SHOOTING BY RGF IN GISHA IS RELATED TO MUTINY. AS SUCH RGF CARRIED OUT NORMAL RELIEF OF TROOPS IN TUMBA AREA.

B. RPF. NTR.

C. OTHERS

(1) ON 041400 MAR 94 A MEETING WAS HELD AT KIGALI SECTOR HQ BETWEEN RGF AND RPF REGARDING KIGALI WEAPON SECURE AREA (KWSA)
(2) ON 042040 MAR 94 THERE WAS A ROAD BLOCK IN KICUKIRO AREA (KIGALI) ON THE ROAD TO THE KANZENJE BRIDGE. THIS ROAD BLOCK WAS CREATED BY THE LOCAL PEOPLE TO PREVENT THE BANDITS.
(3) ON 04 MAR 94 A MEETING WAS HELD IN THE STADIUM OF BUTARE. THE MAYOR OF BUTARE EXPLAINED THE SECURITY SITUATION IN RWANDA.
(4) UNHCR HAS FOUND LEAFLETS CLOSE TO REFUGEE CAMPS SAGA 1 AND 2 (C8632) ANNOUNCING A DEMONSTRATION ON 06 MAR 94. THE REASONS FOR THE DEMONSTRATIONS ARE THE LACK OF FOOD IN THE CAMPS. IT IS PLANNED TO ERECT ROAD BLOCKS AGAINST UNHCR AND RED CROSS VEHICLES AS A WAY OF PROTEST. UNHCR HAS PLANNED TO START WITH FOOD DISTRIBUTION IN RESPECTIVE AREAS ON 05 MAR 94. UNHCR HAS REQUESTED GENDARMERIE TO ASSIST THEM IN THIS REGARD.

4. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

A. FORCE HQ. FORCE COMMANDER HAD AN AERIAL RECCO BY HELICOPTER TO SEE THE PRESENT DISPOSITION OF RPF IN ALL THE
NORTH-WESTERN AREA. SIGNIFICANT TROOP INCREASE NOTICED IN THAT AREA. TROOPS WERE MORE ALERT. NO TANGIBLE SIGN OF MOVEMENT. DEFENSIVE POSITIONS IN A NUMBER OF PLACES WERE IMPROVED. KAGOGO (0948). FORCE COMMANDER ALSO SAW THE DEPLOYMENT OF A GHANAIAN COMPANY AT KIDANO (7047), NKUMBA (6639) AND KINGI (4540) AND ALSO VISITED COMMANDO SCHOOL OF RGF AT BAGOGWE (3421). DISCUSSIONS WITH OFFICERS AT THE COMMANDO SCHOOL SHOWED THEY WERE APPREHENSIVE OF AN RPF ATTACK. THEN HE FLEW OVER GISENTI.

B. UNOMUR. UNOMUR OPERATIONAL AREA IS CALM. THE DEPUTY FORCE COMMANDER OF BOTSWANA DEFENCE FORCE VISITED UNOMUR HQ AT 1630 HOURS ON 04 MAR 94 AND HE WAS GIVEN A BRIEFING. HE WILL MEET DFC OF UNOMUR ON 050900 MAR 94 AT GATUNA. THE ROTATION OF ZIMBABWE CONTINGENT WAS CARRIED OUT. SECTOR KABALE AND KISORO CARRIED OUT PATROL AS PER SCHEDULE. A WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME (WFP) CONVOY OF 17 VEHICLES CROSSED THE BORDER INTO UGANDA AT GATUNA. ALSO CROSSED INTO RWANDA A RED CROSS CONVOY OF 13 VEHICLES. THE FINAL DESTINATION OF THIS CONVOY IS BURundi. THE FOLLOWING CIVILIAN BORDER CROSSINGS WERE REPORTED AT GATUNA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FROM UGANDA INTO RWANDA</th>
<th>FROM RWANDA INTO UGANDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04 MAR</td>
<td>04 MAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 VEHICLES CROSSED THE</td>
<td>7 VEHICLES CROSSED THE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BORDER, CARRYING 22</td>
<td>BORDER, CARRYING 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSONS (20 MEN AND 02</td>
<td>PASSENGERS (ALL MALE AGED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMEN) WITHOUT ANY LOAD.</td>
<td>BETWEEN 20 TO 40 YEARS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTHING SIGNIFICANT HAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOUND.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. DMZ. OPERATIONAL SITUATION IN DMZ REPORTED TO BE CALM. TEAM A CONDUCTED TWO PATROLS TO KINGI, RIJSATE AND BUSOGO. TEAM B CARRIED OUT PATROL TO BUSOGO, GAKARARA AND KABALI. TEAM C WENT OUT TO INVESTIGATE SHOOTING INCIDENT AT GISHA (9502). TEAM D CARRIED OUT LONG DISTANCE PATROL TO BUMIBUGI, RUGGERURO, GISHENYAH AND GAKAMWA REFUGEE CAMP. BYUBAT CONDUCTED FOOT PATROL TO NYANGA, NTARUKA, RUKOMBO, KABAGUMA, KABINDI, GATTE AND KIGOTE. EOD TEAM DEMOLISHED THE FOLLOWING AMMUNITION AT TUMBA AND CYUNGO:

1. 1 X 40mm HE
2. 1 X GRENADE
3. 6 X 60mm MORTAR HE

FORCE ENGR COMPANY PROVIDED SECURITY AT NGONDORE. TWO JOURNALISTS FROM GERMANY AND RUSSIA VISITED DMZ SECTOR HQ. THEY WERE BRIEFED BY THE SECTOR COMMANDER. TWO PICK UP OF FORCE ENGR COY COMMITTED AN ACCIDENT WHILST ON CONVOY TO KIGALI AT 1615 HOURS. REAR VEHICLE HIT THE LEADING VEHICLE. BOTH THE VEHICLES WERE DAMAGED AND TOWED TO KIGALI. FORCE PROVOST MARSHAL IS INVESTIGATING.

D. MILOR
(1) **RPF SECTOR.** Team 602 carried out patrols in Nyagatare and Ngarama. No movement of RPF was observed. Information received regarding a possible movement of a battalion to the north-east was not born out.

(2) **RPF SECTOR.** Milobs are observing increasing activities throughout the sector. Within C Mobile Force Area (CMF) RPF personnel were seen moving in civilian dress. When asked by the Milob some of them said that they belong to RPF Guerrilla Wing. On 041400 Mar 94 about one platoon of RPF soldiers seen moving with empty sacks and going towards north-west in the direction of Butaro. When asked by the Milob an officer of RPF said that they are going to collect the food supply.

(3) **SOUTHERN SECTOR.** Milob is assisting UNHCR in monitoring the security situation in refugee camps.

4: **KIGALI SECTOR.** Sector Kigali conducted vehicle and foot patrol in Kigali City in order to ensure Kigali weapon secure area (KWSA). Conducted four check point duties in various places in the town. Two APCs were employed for the security of the CND complex. Provided 8 UNMO escorts, four for RPF, three for Gendarmerie and one for RGF. Provided five armed escorts, one for prime minister, three for RPF and one for SRSR. Secured the location of the RPF battalion in Kigali City, prime minister's office, force HQ, sector HQ and Kigali airport. During the night assured the protection of the prime minister designate, the president of the constitutional court, five opposition ministers and SRSR. On 041230 Mar 94 UNAMIR vehicle number 1203 had an accident near hotel Meridien. No one was injured. The vehicle was written off.

5. **UNCIVPOL.** The general situation is reported to be calm. Complain of robbery committed on 18 Jan 94 at about 1315 hours on the store of Aloys Hakizimana of Kigali town, by a gang armed with grenades and knives (suspected to be INTERAHAMWE) who robbed articles value of RWF 235,770. CIVPOL is investigating the case which had also been investigated by the prosecutor's office, Kigali.

6. **HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES**

A. A medical team of ICRC conducted an evaluation of the health post at Butaro on 03 Mar 94.

B. Team C of DMZ monitored M9F persons from Kigali/Ruhengeri to administer medicine to population at Tumba health post.

C. Center for nutrition at Gakoma headed by Miss Carmelinda administered nursing mothers and infants on 04 Mar 94.
7. **Civil Affairs**: Assistant MILOB Coordinator at DMZ sector HQ attended a follow-up commission meeting between two government personnel and three RPF personnel at Chowka on the progress of schools and teachers' security at the area. This was well attended and discussions were fruitful. Teachers resolved to look for accommodation close to UNAMIR platoon positions for security reasons.

8. **Logistics**: Distribution of vehicles and radios is not yet completed. Critical lack of vehicles, communication and office assets. The logistics and engineer coys' equipments/vehicles needs are pending.

9. **Misc.**: NTR.